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in his addendum to the article "Who Is The
New Citizen?", suggests that citizenship
in the twenty-first century may "have its
birth from ... struggles in opposition to the
'Knowledge ownership' of the emerging
elite of rational professionals." In fact,
this is already happening and has been for
some time.
In my Ph.D. dissertation, Planning
as Learning: The Education of Citizens'
Groups, I noted the extraordinary explosion in the number of citizens' groups in
all areas of society- for instance, around
health, environment, heritage, and land
and resource issues, to name a few. My
own research focused on groups that are
involved in local land use and environmental issues, which now number in the
thousands across Canada, and which in
many cases are producing a rediscovery of
the value of citizenship amongst their
members.
This represents an extraordinary
explosion of civic activity in a relatively
short period of time. Much of this has
occurred in the last ten to fifteen years.
Various reasons have been offered for it,
but a common theme is that many citizens
are no longer content to let planners plan;
planners no longer enjoy unqualified public support. This is not a phenomenon
restricted to land use planning - it ex. tends to government and the professions
more generally, and can be seen as part of
a rebellion against what Ivan Illich (1977,
pp. 38-39) cal\s the "disabling professions":
"Thousands of individuals and groups
now challenge professional dominance
. over themselves and the socio-technical conditions in which they live. They
do so by the questions they ask and the
style oflife which they consciously create."
This challenging of professional
dominance arises, in part, because the
activities of such professionals often seem
to yield counter-productive results. Rather
than protecting natural and cultural environments, planners are seen as producing
a blighted landscape in the form of organized ugliness and environmental
devastation.
Moreover, when citizens turn to governments and planners for assistance, they
often experience a further "disabling".
Edelstein and Wandersman(1987,pp. 7778) describe this phenomenon:
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Planners and other rational profes.
sionals, depending on their behaviour,can
potentially be seen as members of disa.
bling professions, thus helping to generate
the phenomena of a "new citizenship."
However, the fact that the ecologi.
cal crisis has . become the central
problematic of our era has also given rise
to discussions concerning "ecological citizenship." These two forms of citizenship
- the reaction against professional disa.
blement and a concern with our place on
the planet - are, in many cases, intertwined. The struggle against the knowledge
professionals is often linked to environmental issues, as with forest practices,
mining and hazardous waste disposal,
wilderness preservation, and the state of
the urban environment. What remains to
be done is to consider what the implications of this new ecological citizenship.
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